
How do I find my
ideal client?



IDEAL CLIENTS
What are ideal clients?

The term ideal client means someone who finds the perfect solution to their
particular challenge, through the product or service you offer. If you find this part
difficult, it may be worth thinking who you DON'T want to work with as a starting
point and go from there.

How do I find my ideal client?

What is their age/gender/location?
What makes them ideal? Are they at a certain point in their business or part of a
particular industry? Do they have a unique challenge or way of working?
Where do they spend their time when they are online?
What are their interests and hobbies? What do they enjoy?
What are they trying to achieve? What are they worried about?

We tend to put a lot of emphasis on the client in this scenario which is important
but you need to spend time asking yourself what you enjoy and why. Who do you
feel most passionate about helping? 

Understanding your ideal client means less hard work for you long term. You can
find out who your ideal client is by asking questions such as; 

By finding the answers to these questions it gives your business strategy a direction
where you can start marketing to your audience effectively. Don't feel as though
you have to be active on every platform to make a difference, because that isn't
true. You should be aiming to be active on one to two platforms where your ideal
client hangs out. Get comfortable with those before you start branching out. It's
much more about speaking to the right people rather than trying to get everyone to
like the content you're putting out. Also nothing happens overnight, if you want a
sustainable business, expect your growth to be sustainable too. You don't need
more followers, you need to get better connected with the ones you already have. 



IDEAL CLIENTS
What specific problem are you trying to solve?

What are your ideal clients demographics?

How do you differ from your competition?

Have you researched the market?

What values does your ideal client have?


